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IMPORTANT
DATES

OCT 13 - 28
BOOSTERTHON

 
OCTOBER 23

UNITY DAY - WEAR
ORANGE!

 
OCTOBER 28

FUN RUN
 

HELLO PARENTS

I apologize for the delay in a newsletter this quarter. I
will get back in the routine of bi-weekly updates! 
 

Boosterthon
Most of you know that Boosterthon is OCE's yearly
fundraiser. This year we are working toward raising
money for new technology in the classrooms. Thank
you to those who have reached out to friends and
family for donations already! 
 

Conferences
 
Thank you for those who signed up for a conference! If
you were not able to make any of the times posted,
and would like to meet, just shoot me an email and we
can find a time that works. 
 
 
 
 

twitter
@ R A T T I N G E ROC E

email
K R A T T I N G E R @WC P S S . N E T

website
WWW .MS R A T T I N G E R SC L A S S .W E E B L Y . COM



CLASSROOM
WISHLIST

CONTINUED...
Pictures
There is a second set of pictures coming home for
those that ordered in Friday Folders this week. They
are not the "back up" pictures that we took, they are
just a second set of the originals - I'm assuming
these were the ones that were originally supposed to
be sent.
 

AIG Testing
All students who were supposed to be tested have
finished their testing at this point. The hurricane
caused us to wait until second quarter. Results can
take a very long time to come back. I will let you
know as soon as I know.
 

Math EOG Scores
Your child's math EOG scores are coming home in
their Friday Folders today. There was a delay from
the county last year. Their reading scores went
home with their report cards last year.
 

Kids Corps Backpack Buddies
The Kids Corps Backpack Buddy program is in need
of a few pantry donations. We need: canned meats
(tuna, chicken...etc.), canned soup, and hard granola
bars. If you are able to donate any of these items
you can bring them to Mrs. Malamutt's room (room
403).  Thank you for helping out to make sure all of
our Clippers have enough food.
 

What We're Working On...
Math:
 
Strategies for multi-digit multiplication

Area Model
Algebraic Model
Expanded Model

Strategies for multi-digit division
Area Model
Base Ten Drawings

 

Colored Expo markers
Emergency snacks (with
nutrition labels)
Case of water 
Bird seed

 

What We're Working On...
ELA
 
We are working on a non-fiction unit this quarter, with a
focus on animal defense mechanisms. During the first
unit, we've focused specifically on:
 
Close reading strategies
Summarizing texts
Identifying main idea
Identifying supporting details
Vocabulary strategies

Affixes
Context Clues

 

 
 

"IT IS ONLY WITH THE HEART THAT ONE CAN SEE RIGHTLY; WHAT IS
ESSENTIAL IS INVISIBLE TO THE EYE" Antoine  de  Saint -Exupéry


